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13 Claims. 

This invention relates to printing presses and 
a primary object thereof is to provide an im 
proved construction of press capable of printing 
On a Web a Series of immediately adjacent im 
preSSions, the length of which may vary in ac 
Cordance with the adjustment of the press. Our 
invention is here embodied in a press of the type 
wherein a printing cylinder is reciprocated along 
the Web, rolling in contact with the paper to 
make an impression thereon. 
Our invention will be well understood by ref 

erence to the following description of the specific 
embodiment shown by way of example in the ac 
Companying diraWings, wherein:- 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a portion of a press; 
Fig. 2 is a broken side elevation of a smaller 

Scale showing parts of the press located to the 
right of Fig. 1. A portion of the right of Fig. 1 
duplicates a portion of the left of Fig. 2 to show 
the relation. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse section. With parts broken 
away illustrating the impression bed and appur 
tenant mechanism; 

Fig. 4 is a plan view showing the impression 
Cylinder and appurtenant mechanism, various 
parts being omitted for simplicity; 

Fig. 5 is a Section on line 5-5 of Fig. 4 on a 
larger scale; 

Fig. 6 is a section on line 6-6 of Fig. 5; 
Fig. 7 is a section on line 7-7 of Fig. 4 on a 

larger Scale and with parts broken away; 
FigS. 8, 9 and 10 are sections on the like num 

bered lines of Fig. 7 respectively; 
Fig. 11 is a partly diagrammatic side view 

illustrating inking mechanism; 
FigS. 12 and 13 are comparable fragmentary 

views illustrating different positions of the parts; 
- Fig. 14 is a detail in plan of part of the mech 
anism of Fig. 11 in the position of that figure; 
and 

Fig. 15 is a detail end view of elements ap 
pearing in Fig. 11. 

Referring to the drawings, and more particu 
larly to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the press there shown 
is Organized on a pair of longitudinally extend 
ing main frames 2. A power shaft 22 shown at 
the left of Fig. 1 and driven through the band 
Wheel 24 from any suitable source of power actu 
ates various constituent mechanisms of the press, 
in part through the longitudinally extending 
shaft 26. Between the side frames 2 (see Fig. 3) 
We provide a suitable impression surface or table 
28. As seen in Fig. 1, the web of paper up may 
be drawn from any suitable supply and herein is 
drawn forwardly continuously but at a variable 
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rate by unwinding rolls 30 driven through an 
adjustable disc and roller train 32 from the main 
shaft and passes over a floating loop Or dance roll 
34 to the table or impression Surface 28. It is 
drawn intermittently over the table by means of 5 
feed rolls disposed to the right beyond Fig. 1. 
these rolls are not illustrated as Such but their 
position is indicated in Fig. 2 wherein is shown 
the driving mechanism therefor through a suit 
able intermittent actuating device Such as the 10 
ratchet. Wheel 36 adapted to be rotated in one 
direction and in one phase of the movement of 
gear 38 which is oscillated by rack 49 reciprocated 
from a crank disc 42 taking motion from the 
shaft 26, as indicated in Fig. 2. I5 
On the side frames 2 is supported in opposi 

tion to the table 28 a reciprocating frame or cara 
riage A8 carrying one or more printing cylinders 
50. We have herein illustrated two such cylin 
ders, the press being adapted to print in two 20 
colors. The carriage is reciprocated longitudi 
nally of the frames by means of Connecting rods 
52 secured thereto at either side thereof and 
crank driven through wheels 54 taking motion 
from power shaft, 22. To permit substantially the 25 
full circumference of the cylinders 59 to be uti 
lized, when desired, for printing, the length of 
stroke of the carriage 48 is herein equal to the 
circumference of the cylinders. As the carriage 
is reciprocated over the impression bed 28 the cyl- 30 
inders are positively rotated by means hereinafter 
to be described. 

In the embodiment of the invention shown the 
cylinders print while the carriage 48 is moving 
from right to left viewing Fig. 1 and make no 35 
impression during the Opposite phase of the re 
ciprocation. Herein the axes of the cylinders 
move in a Single horizOntal plane and the im 
pression Surface 28 is tripped or lowered out of 
cooperation with the cylinders during the return 40 
movement of the carriage from left to right view 
ing Fig. 1. The mechanism herein illustrated for 
effecting this is best seen in Fig. 3. The table 28 
is supported by suitable vertical screw shafts 56 
working in nuts, 58-rotatably mounted in stand- 45 

The nuts are formed externally with 
gear teeth meshing with racks 62 which also have 
upwardly facing rack teeth meshing with sec 
tors 64. On rock shaft 65 controlled by cams 66 
on a cam shaft 68 driven through gear train 50 

and countershaft 2 from the longitudinally 
extending shaft 26. The left-hand cam viewing 
Fig. 3 is a track cam and the right-hand cam an 
edge cam. It will be understood that at the ex 
tremes of movement of the carriage 48 the racks 55 
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62 are reciprocated through the oscillation of the 
Sectors under control of the cams and turn the 
nuts 58 slightly, causing the ScrewS 56 to lower 
or elevate the table 28 respectively to a position 

5 wherein the paper 28 will be moved away from 
the path of the printing plate on the surface of 
the printing cylinder 50 or to an elevation where 
in the paper makes contact with Such plate to 
receive an impression therefrom. 

0. An important feature of the press herein shown 
is found in the fact that the printing cylinder 
50 rotates in the same direction during both 
phases of movement of the carriage 48 in which 
it is rotatably mounted. This is important par 

15 ticularly in insuring proper application of ink to 
the plates. Rotation of the cylinder is herein ef 
fected by means of fixed racks 74 and 6 in which 
run pinions 78 and 80 respectively connected to 
the cylinder in Such a Way as to drive the same in 

20 desired manner as presently to be described. 
Since in the embodiment of the invention shown 
the cylinder moves with its axis in a fixed hor 
izontal plane and the pinions rotate about this 
axis, as will appear, and the racks are fixed, the 

25 construction is an example of a mechanism in 
Which the rack and pinion means are at fixed 
positions relative to the cylinder. Hence the 
toothed parts cooperate along unvarying prede 
termined pitch lines ensuring an easy and ac 

30 curate movement. 
As best seen in Figs, 7 to 10, the pinions 78 and 

80 are loosely mounted on the shaft 82 of the 
printing cylinder 50. The racks 74 and 76 op 
pose each other, engaging their pinions at op 

35 posite sides of the axis so that one pinion is 
driven in Opp0Site direction to the Other, the di 
rection of movement of each pinion, of course, 
reversing as the direction of movement of the 
carriage changes from one phase of its re 

40 ciprocation to another. In Fig. 7 we may consider 
the carriage as having completed its stroke to 
Ward the right and just about to start back to 
Ward the left on its printing stroke and the pin 
ions 78 and 80 respectively about to be revolved 

45 in the direction of the arrows shown by the racks 
meshing therewith. Suitable oppositely arranged 
one-way clutch mechanisms are interposed be 
tween the pinions and the cylinder. Thus, when 
the carriage starts to move to the left, pinion 78 

50 will begin to rotate clockwise and (see Fig. 8) the 
Square openingS 84 therein Will ride over the 
bevelled ends of the axially disposed spring 
pressed dogs 86 carried by the adjacent disc 88 
Which is fast on the shaft 82 and will be ineffec 

to tive to drive this disc and the cylinder. On the 
contrary pinion 8) (see Fig. 9) has completed 
a clockwise rotation which carried the leading 
Walls of Square openings 90 therein over the 
bevelled faces of dogs 92 permitting the dogs to 

60 Snap into the openings with the shoulders thereof 
in position as seen in Fig. 9 to permit pinion 80, 
now about to move counterclockwise or in the 
direction of the arrow in Fig. 9, to drive the disc 
94 which carries the dogs in a counterclockwise 
direction and therewith the cylinder 59 to the 
shaft 82 of which the disc is keyed. On the en 
Suing opposite phase of the reciprocation of the 
cylinder carriage the two pinions will be moving 
in the opposite directions, the clutch provided by 
dogs 92 will slip while the clutch provided by dogs 
86 will drive, but since the direction of motion 
of pinion 18 will have been reversed because it 
will be travelling in the opposite direction along 

Is its rack, pinion 18 will then be moving counter 

70 

clockwise and will drive the cylinder counter 
clockwise. The cylinder thus rotates constant 
ly in One direction. 
To prevent overthrow of the cylinder at the 

extremes of movement. When the drive changes 5 
from one pinion to the other suitable means may 
be provided for braking its rotary motion at such 
extremes of movement. The construction here 
illustrated will be best understood by Figs. 4, 5 
and 6 wherein one end of shaft 82 of the cylin- 10 
der is shown as carrying a brake drum 96 with 
Which cooperate two Substantially Semi-circular 
brake shoes 98 pivoted at 00 on the side frame 
of the carriage 48. The shoes 98 are normally 
pressed apart and out of braking contact with 15 
drun 96 by a spring 02 between their free ends. 
The spring may surround the bolt 04 connecting 
the free ends of the brake shoes, which bolt is 
pivoted on the end of shaft 06 journalled in one 
of the side frames of the carriage 48. To apply 20 
the brake Shoes against the force of the Spring 
the shaft C6 may carry an eccentric O8 adapted 
to engage the end of the lower brake shoe as in 
dicated and shaft 0.6 may be rocked at the proper 
time by a lever ?o carrying the cam roll 12 co-25 
operating with rise 4 (see Fig. 4) adjustably 
Secured on disc f6 mounted on and rotating with 
the shaft 82. 

Suitable ink-applying rolls denoted general 
ly by the numeral 8 (see Fig.11) cooperate with 80 
plate cylinder 5 to apply ink thereto. We pre 
fer, however, not to carry the entire inking mech 
anism on the carriage 48 but to provide sta 
tionary fountains 20 (see Fig. 1) on the main 
frame of the machine at either end of the path of 3) 
movement of the carriage 48. From these foun 
tains a ductor roll f'22 may transfer ink to a dis 
tributing plate 24 from which in turn, preferably 
after the ink has been worked thereon by trans 
versely vibrating distributor roll 26, a ductor roll 40 
28 transfers it to the ink-applying rolls. To 

effect this purpose the ink-distributing plate (see 
Fig. 15) may be reciprocated relatively to car 
riage 48. Herein, as best Seen in Fig. 11, there are 
two distributing plates 24, one for each cylinder 45 
50, Supported (see Fig. 15) through laterally ex 
tending arms 29 from the side members 39 slid 
able in Ways in the side frames of carriage 48. 
The central portions of these members are pro 
vided with rack teeth 32 and the plates are re- 50 
ciprocated by the action of OScillating pinions 
34 meshing With these teeth. The method by 
which these pinions are driven Will be best under 
stood from FigS. 1 and 4 and it will be seen that 
their common shaft 35 carries a pinion f36 55 
which is Oscillated by rack 38 driven by crank 
pin 40 on a gear 42 which runs in the rack 4. 
The timing of the parts is preferably such that 
the plate moves through several and preferably 
an odd number of cycles for each cycle of thc ("E) 
carriage 48 for reasons which will appear. 
On the extreme of the stroke of the carriage 

to the right as indicated in Fig. 11, the plate 24 
from which ink is supplied to the adjacent plate 
cylinder (that shown in the figure) is protracted 65 
from the frame 48 beneath ductor roll 22 which 
is Operated by a Suitably timed can 46 (see Fig. 
1) to transfer ink from the fountain to the plate. 
As the carriage then moves toward the left, the 
plate 24 is retracted beneath distributing roll 70 
26 to a position beneath ductor roll 28. The 

side member 30 which supports the plates may 
carry cam surfaces 48 which cooperate with 
arms 50 operating º ductor roll 28 in Such man 
ner that as the plate moves from the position of 15 
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Fig. 11 to the position of Fig. 12 the ductor roll 
f28 is lowered onto the plate to take ink there 
from. The carriage still moving toward the left, 
on account of the timing of the parts the plate 
is again reciprocated to the right to the position 
of Fig. 13 causing the ductor roll to be lifted to 
transfer ink to the ink-applying rolls. 
The ink-distributing plates 24 herein are 

moved through an odd number of strokes for 
each stroke of the cylinder-carrying carriage 48, 
for example three strokes during each stroke of 
the carriage. This provides that the right-hand 
plate viewing Fig. 11 will be protracted into co 
operation with the right-hand fountain when 
the carriage is at its right-hand extreme of nove 
ment as illustrated and that the left-hand plate 
will be protracted into cooperation with the left 
hand fountain when the carriage has moved to 
its extreme left-hand position. The fact that the 
plates make more than one stroke during each 
stroke of the carriage provides for the opera 
tion of mechanism to transfer the ink as above 
described. 
We have deemed it unnecessary to show in de 

tail mechanism for operating all the rolls of the 
inking mechanism. Those carried by the car 
riage 48 may be driven through suitable trains 
from gear 52 (Fig. 4) on the cylinder shaft. 

It Will be understood that the length of the in 
pression made on each cycle depends on the 
length of the printing plate carried by cylinder 58 
and that a length equal to the maximum length 
of plate which can be accommodated on the cyl 
inder can be printed. The web feeding mecha 
nism indicated in Fig. 2 is adjusted to draw for 
Ward during the idle stroke of the cylinder a Suf 
ficient length of web to provide for desired Spac 
ing of the impressions, usually such as to cause 
them immediately to succeed one another with 
no substantial intervening unprinted portions. 
In the case of multi-color work the table 28 pre 
sents separate spaced in pression Surfaces to each 
cylinder 50 and the multi-color impression is 
completed by successive cycles. The maximum 
length of impression corresponds to the distance 
between the centers of the cylinders. To cite an 
actual example, a two color press has been con 
structed having cylinders of 22-inch circumfer 
ence spaced eighteen inches apart and is adapted 
to print on each cycle an impression varying from 
three to eighteen inches in length. The cylin 
ders operate accurately and easily by virtue of the 
fact that the relation of the racks and gearS is 
fixed. Since the cylinder always rotates in One 
direction, the cooperating inking rolls do also and 
an efficient and uniform application of ink to the 
plate is assured. 
We are aware that the invention may be en 

bodied in other specific forms without departing 
from the spirit or essential attributes thereof, and 
we therefore desire the present embodiment to be 
considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive; reference being had to the append 
ed claims rather than to the foregoing descrip 
tion to indicate the scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A web press comprising a plate cylinder, 

- means for reciprocating the same through a 
stroke substantially equivalent to a single revolu 
tion of the cylinder, an impression surface over 
which the web is trained and in opposition to 
which the cylinder moves, rack and pinion means 
in fixed relation to the cylinder arranged to re 
Wolve it in the same direction during both phases 
of its reciprocatory movement, inking means Co 

3 
operating with the cylinder and means to sepa 
rate cylinder and impression Surface during One 
phase of the reciprocation of the former. 

2. A web press comprising a plate cylinder, 
means for reciprocating the same to move its axis 5 
back and forth along the same path through a 
Stroke substantially equivalent to a single revo 
lution of the cylinder, an impression surface over 
which the web is trained and in opposition to 
Which the cylinder moves, means for moving said 10 
Surface away from the cylinder during one phase 
of the reciprocation of the latter, means to re 
Volve the Cylinder in the same direction during 
both phases of its reciprocating movement and 
inking means cooperating with the cylinder. 5 

3. A Web press comprising a plate cylinder, 
means for reciprocating the same to move its 
axis back and forth along the same path through 
a, Stroke Substantially equivalent to a, single revo 
lution of the cylinder, an impression surface over 20 
which the Web is trained and in opposition to 
which the cylinder moves, means for moving said 
Surface away from the cylinder during one phase 
of the reciprocation of the latter, means to revolve 
the cylinder in the same direction during both 25 
phases of its reciprocating movement comprising 
fixed racks at Opposite sides of said axis, pinions 
in fixed meshing relation with said racks and 
One-Way 3lutch devices of opposite driving effect 
connecting said pinions respectively to the cylin- 30 
der and inking means COOperating With the cyl 
inder. 

4. A press comprising a plate cylinder, means 
for reciprocating the same, an impression Surface 
in Opposition to which the cylinder moves, means 35 
for rotating the cylinder during the phases of its 
reciprocation, Said means operating to revolve the 
cylinder always in the same direction, braking 
means effective On the cylinder at the limits of its 
stroke to check revolution thereof and inking 40 
means cooperating with the cylinder. - 

5. A press comprising a plate cylinder, means 
for reciprocating the Same, an impression Surface 
in Opposition to Which the cylinder moves, means 
for rotating the cylinder during the phases of its 45 
reciprocation, said means operating to revolve the 
cylinder always in the same direction, a brake for 
the cylinder and means coming into cooperation 
With said brake as the cylinder moves to the ends 
of its stroke for applying said brake. 50 

6. A press comprising a plate cylinder, means 
for reciprocating the same through a stroke equal 
to its circumference, means for rotating the cylin 
der during the phases of its reciprocation, Said 
means operating to revolve the cylinder always in 55 
the same direction, a brake for the cylinder and 
means timed in Synchronism. With the cylinder for 
applying the brake as the cylinder completes a 
revolution at the ends of its Stroke. 

7. A preSS Comprising a plate cylinder, means 60 
for reciprocating the same through a stroke equal 
to its circumference, means for rotating the cylin 
der during the phases of its reciprocation, said 
means operating to revolve the cylinder always in 
the same direction, a brake for the cylinder and a 65 
cam turning with the cylinder having a rise for 
applying the brake as the cylinder completes a 
revolution at the ends of its stroke. 

8. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression surface, a 70 
plate cylinder on the carriage, ink-applying de 
vices on the carriage cooperating with the cylin 
der, an ink fountain adjacent an end of the path 
of travel of the cylinder, ink transfer means on 
the carriage, power operated means for positively 5 
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protracting the same therefrom to take ink from 
the fountain and for positively retracting the same 
to deliver it to said ink-applying devices. 

9. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression Surface, a 
plate cylinder on the carriage, ink-applying de 
vices on the carriage cooperating with the cylin 
der, an ink fountain adjacent an end of the path. 
of travel of the cylinder, a plate reciprocable on 
the carriage, means for operating the same to 
protract it at the end of the stroke, and ductor 
rolls cooperating with said plate in protracted and 
retracted position respectively to deliver ink there 
to from the fountain and therefrom to the ink 
applying devices. 

10. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression Surface, ro 
tary printing means on the carriage, ink-applying 
devices on the carriage cooperating with Said 
means, ink fountains adjacent the end of the 
path of travel of the carriage, a plate reciprocable 
on the carriage, means for moving it through an 
odd number of strokes for each stroke of the car 
riage timed to protract the same at the ends of 
the carriage stroke into cooperation with the ad 
jacent fountain, and means associated respec 
tively with the fountain and With said ink-ap 
plying devices respectively to deliver ink to the 
plate from the fountain and from the plate to the 
ink-applying devices. 

11. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression Surface, ro 
tary printing means on the carriage, ink-applying 
devices on the carriage cooperating With said 
means, ink fountains adjacent the end of the path 
of travel of the carriage, a plate reciprocable on 
the carriage, means for moving the Same On move 
ment of the carriage effective to protract it into 
cooperation with said fountain at an end of the 
carriage stroke, means to deliver ink from the 

fountain to the protracted plate, a ductor roll on 
the carriage to transfer ink from the retracted 
plate to said ink-applying devices, and means 
moving with the plate for operating said ductor 
roll consequentially to movement of the plate. s 

12. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression Surface, ro 
tary printing means on the carriage, ink-applying 
devices on the carriage cooperating With said 
means, ink fountains adjacent the end of the path 10 
of travel of the carriage, a plate reciprocable on 
the carriage, means for moving the same on move 
ment of the carriage effective to protract it into 
cooperation with said fountain at an end of the 
carriage stroke, means to deliver ink from the 15 
fountain to the protracted plate, a ductor roll on 
the carriage to transfer ink from the retracted 
plate to said ink-applying devices, and a vibrating 
distributor roll cooperating with said plate as 
it moves between its protracted and retracted po- 20 
sitions. 

13. A printing press having a carriage recipro 
cating in opposition to an impression surface, ro 
tary printing means On the carriage, ink-applying 
devices on the carriage cooperating with said 25 
means, ink fountains adjacent the end of the path 
of travel of the carriage, a plate reciprocable on 
the carriage, means for moving the same through 
a plurality of strokes on each stroke of the car 
riage, which means is effective to protract it into 30 
cooperation with said fountain at an end of the 
carriage Stroke, means to deliver ink from the 
fountain to the protracted plate, a ductor roll on 
the carriage to transfer ink from the retracted 
plate to said ink-applying devices, anda vibrating 35 
distributor roll cooperating with said plate as it 
moves between its protracted and retracted posi 
tiOnS. 
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